
… to Isla-Sue in Paddington Class!
We hope you enjoy your special day! 

Love from the Year 2 team and everyone else 
at Barnehurst!  

Good morning Year 2. We hope you are all well and enjoy your learning for today.



This week we are reading ‘Robot’s Special Day’.

‘Bossy Chelsea Carter thinks that Robot can’t do anything right. 
So how will he manage when two very important visitors arrive at the school?’

For your activity today you will be answering some questions.  See next slide.



Look carefully at Chapter 2 ‘Where is Everyone?’ and Chapter 3 ‘A 
good idea’ to help you answer the following questions.

1. What did Robot think wasn’t fair?

2.How do we know Robot got distracted when he entered the 
office?

3. Who did Robot see when he left the office? Who do you think it 
was?

4. What did Robot do when he saw the people outside the office?



1. What did Robot think wasn’t fair?
Robot didn’t think it was fair that he got told off for making a noise because it was 
his trainers that were squeaking. 

2.How do we know Robot got distracted when he entered the office?
We know that Robot was distracted because he started gazing at the spaceship on 
the computer screen and thought he would like one of those.  The he started 
looking at the paper clips and pens. 

3. Who did Robot see when he left the office? Who do you think it was?
When Robot left the office he saw a lady and man by the fish tank.  From the way 
they were dressed I think it could be the mayor. 

4. What did Robot do when he saw the people outside the office?
After the visitors had asked Robot who he was he asked if they would like a cup of 
tea.



Maths Lessons:

As it is Wednesday you will find your Maths lesson on White Rose Maths.

The worksheets will be uploaded separately to our Year 2 Distance Learning Page for you to 
access from now on. You will no longer be able to access the worksheets on the White Rose Maths 
website, but you will still be able to access the video.
White Rose have teamed up with BBC Bitesize who have additional games and activities to run 
alongside each lesson. Each day I will provide you with the link for that particular lesson, should 
you wish to use it.
Please note: BBC Bitesisze activities are extra, please complete the White Rose learning first.

Please follow what we set and don’t worry about the fact that we are not doing the Maths work 
set by White Rose Hub for today, this is because we do not rely solely on their planning but like to 
give the children some variety.



White Rose Maths Part

The Lesson for today is called ‘Sharing’. 

Once on the White Rose Maths website go to: 
1. Home Learning
2. Year 2
3. Summer Term
4. Week 6 (w/c 1st June)
5. Lesson 2 - Sharing

See next slide for further guidance. 

Please follow this link to BBC Bitesize for further 
activities, if you would like to do them ☺https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zfxtnrd

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zfxtnrd












Please download this activity for 
today.  
It is on our Year 2 Distance 
Learning page.



Today we are going to use our plan to write our fantastic stories about 
our characters! Remember to look at the plan so you can remember what 
was going to happen. You now need to write in full sentences, adding in 
lots more detail such as:
• Full stops and capital letters!
• Adjectives – to describe objects, places or people (and animals!)
• Exciting verbs to describe what your characters are doing
• Adverbs to describe how they are doing it
• Paragraphs (one each for the beginning, middle and end of the story)
• Use apostrophes where you need them
• Speech marks if your character is going to have a conversation!



We have looked at all these SPaG skills this year!

• Full stops and capital letters!
• Adjectives – to describe objects, places or people (and animals!)
• Exciting verbs to describe what your characters are doing
• Adverbs to describe how they are doing it
• Paragraphs (one each for the beginning, middle and end of the story)
• Use apostrophes where you need them
• Speech marks if your character is going to have a conversation!



We are going to write a paragraph for each part of our story – looking at our 
plan and adding in all our wonderful vocabulary and expanding on our ideas.

Here is my planning – I am going to use it to start my story.

Can you see how I have taken my short bullet points from the planning and 
made them into full sentences, adding in extra detail?

Paddington Bear lives in London with his family who are Mr and Mrs Brown, Judy, Jonathon and their 
housekeeper Mrs Bird. He is a friendly bear, who wears a handsome blue duffle coat and a bright red felt hat. He 
loves marmalade sandwiches and often keeps one under his hat in case he gets hungry. Paddington loves to help 
but he does sometimes get into a muddle! This morning, Mrs Bird isn't feeling very well, and she has asked 
Paddington to go to the shop for her to get some things to make her feel better.
"Here is the shopping list, Paddington. Don't lose the money or forget to take a shopping bag!" Mrs Bird had told 
him, as Paddington pulled his hat firmly on to his head, put Mrs Bird's shopping list safely in his pocket and 
carefully shut the door to his house in Windsor Gardens to head to the shops for Mrs Bird.



Let's look at the SPaG skills we have used in our first paragraph!

Paddington Bear lives in London with his family who are Mr and Mrs Brown, Judy, Jonathon and their 
housekeeper Mrs Bird. He is a friendly bear, who wears a handsome blue duffle coat and a bright red felt hat. He 
loves marmalade sandwiches and often keeps one under his hat in case he gets hungry. Paddington loves to help 
but he does sometimes get into a muddle! This morning, Mrs Bird isn't feeling very well, and she has asked 
Paddington to go to the shop for her to get some things to make her feel better.
"Here is the shopping list, Paddington. Don't lose the money or forget to take a shopping bag!" Mrs Bird had told 
him, as Paddington pulled his hat firmly on to his head, put Mrs Bird's shopping list safely in his pocket and 
carefully shut the door to his house in Windsor Gardens to head to the shops for Mrs Bird.

Commas in a list
Contraction apostrophe

Speech marks

Possession apostrophe adverbs

Adjectives



So now it is your turn to turn your planning in to a story!

You can do this in 3 parts if you want to – take a break in between if you 
need to and carry it on tomorrow if that is better for you. Tomorrow's 
task will be to read through your whole story and edit and improve it – so 
you can take 2 days to write this and edit too.

Use the slides to help remind you what to include and enjoy being 
creative! We can't wait to read about the adventures your characters get 
up to!


